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Abstract—In this paper we introduce paraglide, a visualization system designed for interactive exploration of parameter spaces
of multi-variate simulation models. To get the right parameter configuration, model developers frequently have to go back and forth
between setting parameters and qualitatively judging the outcomes of their model. During this process, they build up a grounded
understanding of the parameter effects in order to pick the right setting. Current state-of-the-art tools and practices, however, fail to
provide a systematic way of exploring these parameter spaces, making informed decisions about parameter settings a tedious and
workload-intensive task. Paraglide endeavors to overcome this shortcoming by assisting the sampling of the parameter space and the
discovery of qualitatively different model outcomes. This results in a decomposition of the model parameter space into regions of distinct
behaviour. We developed paraglide in close collaboration with experts from three different domains, who all were involved in developing
new models for their domain. We first analyzed current practices of six domain experts and derived a set of design requirements, then
engaged in a longitudinal user-centered design process, and finally conducted three in-depth case studies underlining the usefulness
of our approach.
F
1 LINKING FORMAL AND REAL SYSTEMS
A T the heart of computational science is the simulation ofreal-world scenarios. As it becomes possible to mimic in-
creasingly comprehensive effects, it remains crucial to ensure
a close correspondence between formal model and real system
in order to draw any practically relevant conclusions. A well-
established practical problem in this setting is the calibration
of good parameter configurations that strengthen the fitness
of the model [33, Ch. 1]. Even after matching model output
with measured field data, there may still be free parameters
that can be controlled to adjust the behaviour of the computer
simulation. This can happen, if the expressive power of the
model exceeds the number of available measurements, or if
the measurements are so noisy that several different model
instances are equally acceptable. In such a case, a domain
expert could be involved to interactively tune free parameters
of the model in order to favour solutions that match prior
experience, theoretical insight, or intuition.
Towards that goal, we recognize that the optimization of
parameters for some notion of performance is distinct from
the objective to discover regions in parameter space that
exhibit qualitatively different system behaviour, such as fluid
vs. gaseous state, or formation of various movement patterns
in a swarm simulation. Optimization is one focus of statistical
methods in experimental design and has great potential for
integration with visual tools, as for instance demonstrated
recently by Torsney-Weir et al. [36]. The focus of this paper is
on the latter aspect of qualitative discovery. This can support
the understanding of the studied system, strengthen confidence
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in the suitability of the modelling mechanisms and, thus,
become a substantial aid in the research process.
In the context of modelling this is a novel viewpoint, since
typical approaches calibrate one best version of the model and
then study how it behaves. To put regional parameter space
exploration into practice, a number of challenges have to be
overcome. To identify and address those, we (a) performed
a field analysis of three application domains and derived
a list of requirements, (b) present Paraglide, a system that
addresses these requirements with a set of interaction and
visualization techniques novel for this kind of application
area, (c) conducted a longitudinal field evaluation of Paraglide
showing practical benefits. In summary, Paraglide sets out to
make the following contributions to computational modelling:
• Parameter region construction is promoted as a separate
user interaction step during experimental design. This
allows to address different efficiency issues of multi-
dimensional sampling.
• A common step in explorative hypothesis formation is the
construction of additional dependent feature variables and
goal functions. Paraglide facilitates this with interpreter
based back-ends. Also, this seamlessly integrates model
code from sources such as MATLAB, R, or Python.
• Qualitatively distinct solutions are identified and the
parameter space of the model is partitioned into the
corresponding regions. This allows to visually derive
global statements about the sensitivity of the model to
parameter changes, which traditionally is studied locally.
2 DOMAIN CHARACTERIZATION
In order to get a more detailed understanding of needs and
requirements, we engaged in a problem characterization phase.
We conducted contextual interviews with six experts from
three different domains: engineering, mathematical modelling,
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and segmentation algorithm development. In the following,
we characterize the investigated domains. Based on that, we
summarize design requirements in Section 2.4 that are more
general yet grounded in real-world application areas.
2.1 Mathematical Modelling: Collective behaviour in
biological aggregations
Our first target group are two researchers studying properties
of a mathematical model that describes biological aggrega-
tions. Furthering the understanding of such spatial and spatio-
temporal patterns helps, for instance, to better predict animal
migration behaviour. Modelled patterns can inform measures
to contain plagues of locusts and positively affect quality of
life in third world countries [7]. It may also help to better
understand how, where, and when fish aggregations form and
contribute to more efficient fishing strategies [29].
To study those spatio-temporal patterns, our participants
developed a mathematical model [12], [23] consisting of a
system of partial differential equations (PDEs) that express in
one spatial dimension how left and right travelling densities of
individuals move and turn over time. More details are given
in the chapter notes. The basic idea is to take three kinds of
social forces into account — namely attraction, repulsion, and
alignment — that act globally among the densities of indi-
viduals. Attraction is the tendency between distant individuals
to get closer to each other, repulsion is the social force that
causes individuals in close proximity to repel from each other,
and alignment represents the tendency to sync the direction
of motion with neighbours. Solving the model for different
choices of coefficients produces many complex spatial and
spatio-temporal patterns observed in nature, such as stationary
aggregations formed by resting animals, zigzagging flocks of
birds, milling schools of fish, and rippling behaviour observed
in Myxobacteria.
Our use case is part of a Master’s thesis on this subject
with a focus on comparing two versions of their model. In
the first one the velocity is constant. In the second one the
individuals speed up or slow down as a response to their social
interactions with neighbours. Comparing these models requires
to solve them numerically for several different configurations.
Each one of them corresponds to one specific choice of the
14 model parameters, including the coefficients for the three
postulated social forces. The output of the simulation is a
spatio-temporal pattern of population densities. The number of
basis functions that gives the resolution in space and time can
be chosen to adjust the accuracy/runtime trade-off between 2
minutes and an hour. With 5 minutes each, one can perform a
full computation of close to 300 sample points in the duration
of a single day.
To better understand the space of possible solutions, our
participants manually explored the parameter combinations of
their model and demonstrated its capability to reproduce a
variety of complex patterns. While it is difficult to classify all
possible patterns, there are a few standard solutions among
them, for which established analysis techniques exist. In
particular, they focus on the solutions of the system that do
not change over time and space — so called spatially homoge-
neous steady states. A linear stability analysis of these steady
states results in negative or positive growth rates for different
perturbation frequencies, which respectively indicate stable
and unstable solutions. There is a hypothesized relationship
between the stability of steady states and the potential for
pattern formation. This leads to a derived, more specific goal of
the study. In particular, it allows to compare constant and non-
constant velocity models by inspecting the change in shape of
the parameter regions that lead to (un-)stable steady states. A
discussion on how paraglide affects our participant’s workflow
is given in Section 5.1.
(a) raw data (b) ground truth
(c) config# 13, dice6 = .8136 (d) config# 44, dice6 = .8128
Fig. 1. Classification of a slice of d-PET data using two different
parameter configurations. The classes are 1: background (BG),
2: skull (SK), 3: grey matter (GM), 4: white matter (WM), 5:
cerebellum (CM), and 6: putamen (PN).
2.2 Configuring a bio-medical image segmentation
algorithm
Saad et al. [32] use a kinetic model to devise a multi-class,
seed-initialized, iterative segmentation algorithm for molecular
image quantification. Due to the low signal-to-noise ratio and
partial volume effect present in dynamic-positron emission
tomography (d-PET) data, their segmentation method has
to incorporate prior knowledge. In this noisy setting, the
segmentation of a basic random walker [14] would just result
in Voronoi regions around the seed points. A new extension by
Saad et al. makes this method usable for noisy data by adding
energy terms that account for desirable criteria, such as data
fidelity, shape prior, intensity prior, and regularization. In order
to attain the superior segmentation quality of the algorithm, a
proper choice of weights for the energy mixture is crucial.
To facilitate this choice of weight parameters, their code
also provides numerical performance measures that assess the
quality of each class. One such measure is the Dice coeffi-
cient [9], which gives a ratio of overlap with labelled training
data. A second measure expresses an error of the quality of
the kinetic modelling. Overall, the algorithm is influenced by
8 factors or parameters. Ten response variables provide the 2
quality measures per class, disregarding background.
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Theoretically, the parameter calibration could proceed by
numerical optimization of the performance with respect to
the weights of the energy terms. However, for instance the
Dice coefficients that indicate agreement of the segmented
shape with given training data for putamen, using the two
configurations of Figure 1(c) and (d), are both above the 90th
percentile of the sampled configurations and less than 0.003
standard deviations apart. Numerically, this means that both
segmentations are of the same, near optimal quality. Yet by
visual inspection, it is possible to tell that the putamen (PN)
shape in (d) is favourable over the one obtained in (c). Hence,
guidance of a human domain expert is desirable to visually
sort among several candidate solutions in order to find an
improved segmentation, which is hard or impossible to choose
automatically. An interactive workflow that facilitates such a
procedure is subject of Section 5.2.
2.3 Engineering: Fuel cells
A fuel cell takes hydrogen and oxygen as gaseous input
and converts them into water and heat, while generating an
electric current. Affordable, high-performance fuel cells have
the potential to enable more environmentally friendly means of
transport by greatly reducing CO2 emissions. To manufacture
a prototypical cell stack costs tens of thousands of dollars.
Hence, a reliable synthetic model can greatly bring down the
price of finding an optimal configuration for production.
The example investigated here is a simulation of a fuel
cell stack developed by Chang et al. [8]. Their stack model
is a system of coupled one-dimensional PDEs describing
the individual cells in the stack. It can be adjusted with
about 100 parameters, where suitable choices of values are
known for most of these parameters from fitting to available
measurements. Computing a simulation run outputs 43 differ-
ent plots that show how certain physical quantities, such as
current density, temperature, or relative humidity vary across
the geometry of the cell stack. The computer model can be
rerun for different configurations and, thus, allows for much
broader exploration of design options than real prototyping. In
particular, engineers are interested in varying different groups
of parameters that represent the geometry of the assembly
(size and number of cells in a stack), material properties
(permeability), or running conditions (temperature, pressure,
concentration) to study failure mechanisms and optimize per-
formance. Experiments demonstrating the use of the suggested
interactions are given in Section 5.3.
2.4 Problem structure
All previous use cases are motivated by questions about a
real-worl system. In each setting, domain knowledge about
the problem has been expressed in form of a computational
model and the parameter space of the model is explored in
order to relate observations about its properties to the corre-
sponding real setting. The studies share a set of requirements
as summarized in Figure 2.
Biological aggregation patterns: During our interviews, it
became clear that it is important for these target users to
inspect the behaviour of an existing MATLAB implementation
R1: integrate with existing practices and code
R2: specify parameter region of interest (ROI)
R2a: sample ROI and compute data set
R3: browse data providing overview (R3a) and detail (R3b)
R4: construct feature variables (assign manually or compute)
R4a: combine features to derive a distance metric
R5: identify region(s) of similar outcome in parameter space
R6: find optimal point for a particular variable or user notion
R7: analyse sensitivity of feature values to change in input
R8: save state of the project for later reproduction
Fig. 2. Summary of the requirement analysis.
for their PDE system (R1). This allows to invoke the sim-
ulation for different combinations of parameter values. Since
multiple different parameter combinations have to be explored,
it is necessary to narrow the computations down to suitable
regions in parameter space (R2) and to assist the choice of
sample points in these regions (R2a). Visual judgement of the
computed solutions (R3) is one method to enable a qualitative
distinction among different patterns of movement (R3b) and to
determine which different sets of parameter choices produce
a given behaviour (R3a and R5). The growth rate of a linear
perturbation can be included as a feature variable (R4). Due
to the size of the space of possible solutions, computational
help to generate an overview of all possible behaviours would
be desirable. To ensure findings are reproducible, it should be
possible to save the state of the project (R8).
Bio-medical imaging: This use case is different from the
others in that sampling and computation are not done by
directly interfacing with the code, but rather are done offline
to produce a data set for inspection. In this setting, assistance
in choosing a suitable parameter region to sample is again
an important task, where an interactive visual approach can
be helpful (R2). Also, dependent feature variables (objective
measures) are already constructed for segmentation quality
(Dice coefficients) and kinetic modelling error. Requirements
R1-3 apply here, except for the sample creation R2a. The
comlexity of the segmentation problem can only be captured
by multiple performance measures. The main goal is to find a
robust parameter configuration that leads to good performance
and is robust under a number of varying factors. In particular,
performance should be invariant for different noise levels
or patient scans. One step towards that goal is to produce
a weighted sum of performance measures (R4). However,
automatic optimization (R6) is challenging with multiple com-
peting quality measures. For the algorithm to work robustly
under different factors, it is important that the segmentation
quality does not decay too quickly for slight changes to the
chosen input parameter configuration (R7). To enable the user
to assess robustness of a performance optimum, it is helpful
to identify the region of parameter configurations that lead to
’good’ segmentation results (R3a+5), in order to make a robust
choice within it.
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Fuel cell stack design: This case of simulation model inspec-
tion invokes basic requirements R1-3. The goal of constructing
a high-performance cell stack is akin to R4 and R6. Before
that, however, the need to have a reliable and trusted model
requires to identify parameter region boundaries that indicate
transitions in stack behaviour. Such a decomposition into
distinct parameter sets (R5) can greatly support reasoning
about plausibility of the model.
Set up compute node
run
default point
show
derived variables
file IO
Group variables/dims
Specify ROI
View data (sub-)space
overview
bi-variate view
histogram
detail view
Assign variables
assign manually
trigger computation for 
    points and resolution
Sample inputs
Derive variables
Compute outputs
User Interaction Computation
Distance metric
2
features
objectives
embedding coordinates
cluster membership
#dims
region of interest
restrict to ROI
#dims
2
1
0
for resolution
Fig. 3. Abstraction of data, interaction, and computational com-
ponents. Lines indicate shared data among processing steps
and arrows prescribe an order of execution. On a more detailed
level, Red is required input and blue denotes information that is
available after a processing step.
2.5 Data abstraction
The conceptual organization of the required tasks is shown in
Figure 3. It separately considers user interaction and compu-
tational pipeline, where all modules operate on the same data
and share one flow of control. Integration with a computer
simulation is possible using the compute node abstraction
discussed in Section 4.1.
In order to accommodate simulations with a large number of
variables n+r, a first step of the interaction allows the user to
divide them into groups of smaller size nl, e.g. separating input
and output, or indicating other semantic information inherent
to the simulation. The specification of a region of interest
defines areas in the input space to sample and has further
applications as detailed in Section 4.3.
In order to capture relationships among variables one can
combine their domains using a Cartesian product and express
a relation as a subset of this combined tuple data space. For
a functional computer model f(x) 7→ y one can further dis-
tinguish between input variables (x1, x2, . . . , xn) = x ∈ Rn
and output image y ∈ Y . While meant in a mathematical
sense, y can represent an actual picture or a disk image
that captures the result of the computation. By application of
another function it can be mapped into a Euclidean space g :
y 7→ (y1, y2, . . . , yr) ∈ Rr of derived variables. The xi and yi
are also referred to as factors and responses, respectively [41].
The inputs are often considered to be independent variables.
However, this is not true in general, since the presence of
constraints may introduce dependencies among the xi.
Each configuration or data point (xk, g(yk)) represents
parameter input and output for a run of the simulation with
all m points combined forming the rows of a relational data
table. The columns of this table represent the variables, which
are synonymously refered to as dimensions. The variables that
constitute input to the computation code are also referred to
as parameters.
While the function f is itself deterministic, uncertainties
in the system can be modelled by providing additional envi-
ronmental variables xi that are distributed according to some
probability measure [34, p. 121]. We assume that code to
compute f is available as a black box that can be invoked for
a finite number of points X = {xk}. This set X is referred to
as a design or a sample [34, p. 15]. Together with the mapping
f this allows to compute the responses {g ◦ f(xk)} ⊂ Rr.
Depending on what derived variable yi = gi(y) is specified
(R4), its information may be interpreted as a feature, embed-
ding coordinate, cluster membership label, likelihood for a
model instance, distance from a template point, or objective
measure — to give a few practical examples. In each case it
may be possible to compute values or to assign them manually,
depending on whether a function definition or a user’s concept
is available. Some processing steps require a notion of distance
or similarity among points. It can be obtained as Euclidean
distance d1 over combined feature vectors in Rr. Beyond
that, distance d2 uses all information about each configuration
point, including its parameter coordinates x ∈ Rn or a domain
specific function operating on the disk images.
3 BACKGROUND
The following review will start with related systems that ad-
dress certain requirements. Computational steering and exper-
imental design will receive particular attention in this context.
Methods specific to particular design aspects of paraglide will
be discussed in the respective sections of Section 4.
3.1 Interactive environments for parameter adjust-
ment in computer experiments
Computational steering considers adjustment of parameters
during execution of time-dependent simulations [28]. Since
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our users do not modify parameters during the run of a simu-
lation, our problem setting is different from classical steering
in that we do not need to handle live updates of variables that
are shared between simultaneously running modules. However,
there is enough similarity to benefit from a comparison.
An evaluation of their computational steering environment
(CSE) by Wijk et al. [40], recognizes major uses for debug-
ging, presentation, and assistance in technical discussions that
progress faster when ”What if?” questions can be answered
immediately. A follow-up survey by Mulder et al. [28] iden-
tified further uses for model exploration, algorithm experi-
mentation, and performance optimization. While these systems
inspire numerous design decisions, the specific requirements
for efficient regional sampling and an easy integration of end-
user codes for simulation and derived variable computation
are either not fulfilled or could be improved.
Berger et al. [1] discuss a system to visualize engineering
and design options in the neighbourhood around an optimal
configuration of a computer simulation. Based on a continuous
function abstraction they provide a local analysis method
that benefits domain experts. In order to not get stuck in
local maxima, optimization methods usually benefit from an
additional global perspective on the problem domain. The
qualitative decomposition pointed out in the cases of Section 2
and pursued in the following provides such a complementary
view.
The challenge of devising a user interaction for sample con-
struction has recently been taken on in the Paranorama system
of Pretorius et al. [31]. Their users can specify different ranges
of interest for individual variables along with the number of
requested distinct values per range. The sample points are
then constructed via a Cartesian product of the value sets.
Integrating this method into an image segmentation system,
received positive feedback from users. However, combining
many value ranges with this method may result in large sam-
pling costs. Beyond numerical arguments, also screen space
real estate is used up more quickly when viewing data sets
with large numbers of variables, and a significantly increased
cognitive cost arises when investigating and interpreting the
effects of many factors on possibly multiple responses. Due
to their significant impact on sampling and processing costs,
Section 4.3 will give careful consideration to the number of
involved variables and the volume of the region of interest.
3.2 Experimental Design
The task of generating a data set for a function f has been
abstracted in Section 2.5 as designing a sequence of points
{xk} = X ⊂ Rn that discretize its domain. While there is a
vast body of literature on the subject, the point of the following
discussion is to provide a flavour of relevant issues and give
entry points on how they are approached.
1) Exploratory designs: To facilitate a comprehensive anal-
ysis of the function f , a model of its full joint probability
distribution P{X ≤ x, Y ≤ y} could be constructed [5,
p.13], addressing R2a. To obtain such a complete model,
a possible approach is to use space-filling designs.
2) Prediction-based designs: In order to compute a single
aggregate statistic, such as the mean value of f , one can
numerically perform integration, which amounts to the
application of a linear functional. Further settings might
involve the application of a family of such functionals,
e.g. to approximate function values at new positions,
which is also studied under the name of reconstruction
or interpolation. In all of these settings it is possible to
estimate an error or infer a confidence interval, which
may or may not take newly acquired data into account.
3) Reconstruction model adjustment: To further adapt the
reconstruction or regression model to field data, sample
points are used to determine an appropriate model family
(linear/non-linear), a suitably reduced dimensionality, or
other regularization parameters. For instance, dimen-
sional reduction and the choice of a correlation function
for Gaussian Processes fall into this category.
4) Analyzing variability: Uncertainty analysis determines
variability of a response based on the distributions
given for the environmental variables, which provides
confidence intervals for the responses that can be used
to guide selection of relevant features [13]. Sensitivity
analysis extends this analysis to determine how output
variability is affected by each of the input variables [33]
(R7). Similar measures appear in the analysis of (back-
ward) stability of numerical algorithms [37, p. 104].
5) Optimization-based designs: In this setting, only those
parts of the domain of f are relevant that are likely to
contain an optimum. Starting from an initial design, it
is possible to steer concentration of the sample density
in subsequent updates [25], [6], [20] (R6).
These tasks are somewhat ordered by decreasing degree of
comprehensiveness. For instance, in the general case (1) will
require an exhaustive sampling where (5) – after suitable
initialization – may focus further points on small, promising
regions in parameter space.
The book by Lemieux [22] gives an accessible overview
on mostly non-adaptive (model-free) sampling methods that
are for instance relevant to provide space-filling initializations
for purposes 1, 2, or 4 in Section 3.2. Another exposition
by Santner et al. [34] provides more background on model-
adaptive sequential sampling, including an introduction to
Gaussian process models (for purposes 2, 3, or 5), which are
discussed more by Torsney-Weir et al. [36].
Of the above list, it will initially be aspect 1 that will matter
in solving the problems laid out in Section 2. As more insight
on the model behaviour is gained and included in the analysis,
the adaptive techniques of categories 2 and 5 will address
sampling requirements more effectively.
3.3 Parameter space partitioning
The computational model analysis cases of Section 2 all ben-
efit from an overview of regions of distinct system behaviour
marked out in their input parameter space (R5). There is no
prior work in the academic visualization research that provides
such a representation. However, after considering different
names for the method, such as parameter space segmentation,
clustering, or partitioning, it is the latter term that relates us
to two prior contributions from an old and a recent member
of the sciences, namely physics and psychology.
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Bhatt and Koechling [4] study the behaviour during im-
pact of two solid bodies with finite friction and restitution,
which results in a tangential sliding velocity that continuously
changes direction after impact. The problem is characterized
by 9 parameters, three for the impulse direction of the impact-
ing body and six for its rotational moment of inertia tensor.
The first step of their analysis determines a reduced set of three
dimensionless parameters that completely define the tangential
flow of sliding velocities. An important observation is that the
qualitative behaviour of the flow is characterized by 2 or 4
solution curves of invariant direction, as well as the critical
points and sign changes of the velocity along these straight
lines. This results in 4 main cases with up to 3 sub-cases each.
An implicit expression of the boundary between the cases is
derived that is quartic in terms of the 3 dimensionless param-
eters. By fixing one parameter and showing slices through this
boundary, the enclosed regions can be visually distinguished
and are labelled with the different cases they represent. This
provides a comprehensive overview of all possible sliding
behaviour. While providing a sophisticated algebraic analysis
of a specific phenomenon, their discussion does not deal with
numeric aspects involved of general computational models.
Pitt et al. [30] also promote parameter space partitioning
and give an example analysis of a model that predicts, whether
visual stimuli are recognized as words or non-words. In their
overview of analysis techniques, they distinguish two axes that
separate quantitative from qualitative and local from global
techniques. In this view, partitioning is a global, qualitative
method, and sensitivity analysis a case of more local, quanti-
tative inspection.
Their method proceeds from a notion of equivalence among
model configurations and a set of valid seed configuration
points. The regions around these points are sampled using a
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with uniform target distribu-
tion. Rejected points have fallen into non-equivalent, adjacent
regions and are explored subsequently.
An important point made by Pitt et al. is to also address
the need to improve the user’s confidence in the plausibility
of a given model. The studies they present are supported by
showing the variety of qualitatively distinct model behaviour.
However, a discussion of suitable analysis system design and
considerations of required user interactions are not focus of
their exposition.
3.4 Features to contribute
Methods to visually inspect multi-variate point distributions (to
address R3a) are available in several of the frameworks listed
earlier. However, the required capability to also generate data
points (R2a) or to add derived dimensions (R4a) is missing
from most systems that are mainly geared towards visualiza-
tion of a static data set. Systems for experimental design,
on the other hand, take care of the sampling requirements
(R2a), but often lack interactive, visual methods to solicit
required user input (R2). Computational steering systems
combine sampling and visualization, but specifically focus on
live-adjustments to parameters of a simulation that evolves
over time. Their focus is often on some sort of interactive
investigation, which could benefit from further support for
broader state discovery (R5).
4 DESIGN OF THE Paraglide SYSTEM
We will now discuss aspects of the design of Paraglide,
giving individual consideration to the graphical user interface
(GUI), the software system, and choices of algorithms or
methods for particular tasks. Paraglide was developed in a
user-centered design process with five users, one or two from
each domain. We met with our participants in person covering
longitudinal time ranges of four years (fuel cell engineering),
two years (mathematical modelling), with monthly meetings,
and five months (image segmentation) with weekly meetings.
In these meetings we discussed design mockups and proto-
types, observed our users working with Paraglide, and gathered
formative feedback in terms of usability and feature requests
that we used to improve Paraglide’s design. In addition, these
meetings contributed to refining our understanding of user
practices and design requirements (see Section 2), as well
as gathering summative feedback and anecdotal evidence (see
Section 5).
4.1 System components
The snapshot of Figure 4 shows the paraglide GUI and
provides a brief overview of the main steps of the interaction.
In the left of the main window (Figure 4d) dimension group
tabs are shown that can be used to switch between selected
subsets of variables. Right next to it appears the view for an
individual group of dimensions (h), which shows histograms
indicating the distribution of values for the respective vari-
ables. If a group has more than 8 dimensions, compact range
selectors are shown instead of histograms. This frees up screen
space and eliminates computational costs for keeping their
information updated, e.g. when the data set or the filtered
selection changes. In Figure 4 the larger area in the right of
the main window (d) provides a display of the data points
(R2/a + R3a/b). In the example, a scatter plot matrix (SPloM)
is shown (b) that arranges scatter plots on a grid, where each
row or column is associated with one variable for the vertical
or horizontal plot axes, respectively. Alternatively, it is possible
to configure individual, enlarged scatter plots to inspect pairs
of variables and show them in this area. In the console in
(c) one can enter commands for MATLAB, Java, or the Jython
interpeter that paraglide is running.
Workflow integration via scripting: Using the Jython
import command to load modules readily takes care of
managing dependencies among plug-ins. It is possible to script
workflows at runtime and add them to the menu. Dependent
scripts can be stored and recovered along with an XML
description of the state of the current project. This also creates
a separate folder that contains all cached disk images and other
meta data.
Data management, view, control, and state: The core system
is structured along the model–view–controller development
pattern, which is partly inherited by using components of the
prefuse system [16]. Particular use is made of the ability
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a
c
b
d
e
f
g
e
h
Fig. 4. Paraglide GUI running inside a MATLAB session to investigate the animal movement model of Section 2.1. Initially,
deliberately chosen parameter combinations are imported from a switch/case script (a) by sampling the case selection variable
of that script and recording the variables it sets. An overview (b) of the data is given in form of a scatter plot matrix (SPloM)
for a chosen dimension group (h). Jython commands can be issued inside the command window (c) demonstrating the plug-in
functionality of the system by manually importing the experiment module, which adds a new item to the menu bar (d). This allows
to create a set of new sample points inside the region that is selected for parameters qa and qal (e). The configuration dialog for
the MATLAB compute node (f) sets up a show command that produces a detail view of the spatio-temporal pattern (1D+time) (g).
For the configuration point highlighted in yellow in the SPloM, this results in a pattern of two groups that merge and then progress
upwards in a ’zigzag’ movement.
to select points of a centrally maintained prefuse table by
evaluating a boolean expression on its row tuples with further
details given in Section 4.3.
Compute node interface: To integrate domain specific com-
putation code we use a ComputeNode abstraction. It can return
a list of parameter names with optional description text and
set/get accessors. A node may have more specialized features
that it can announce internally by returning a list of capa-
bility descriptors. The main ones are compute solution,
display plot, file IO, and compute feature, which in
this order roughly correspond to the script lines that can be
entered in the dialog of Figure 5. Respectively, this means
the node may be able to provide different detail plots for a
solution, it may compute solutions to a given configuration
or derive named scalar or vector features, which are output
quantities similar to plots. A node with file IO capability
can store and retrieve cached solutions, such as MATLAB
data files. The MATLAB node configuration dialog shown
in Figure 5 is a simplified interface for the ComputeNode
binding, where each of the edit boxes corresponds to one of
the capabilities. In this particular example, the run command
creates a sine wave vt = a sin(ft2pi + φ) for 101 values of
t = 0 . . . 1, parameterized by phase shift φ, frequency f , and
amplitude a, with default values 0, 1, and 1, respectively. The
show command displays the graph with axes of fixed height
±5. Due to instant computation, file IO is disabled.
Fig. 5. Dialog to set up a MATLAB compute node
The ’add dependent variable’ button allows to enter a line
of code, whose return value is assigned to a variable of chosen
name. This implements the derived variables yi = g(y) de-
scribed in Section 2.5 and serves requirements R4/a. If a scalar
is returned, it can be shown in the SPloM view along with the
input variables. It is also possible to return vector features
that may not be shown directly, but can be used to compute
similarity or distance matrices, or to determine adjacency
information. Methods to derive further embedding coordinates
from this information are discussed in Section 4.3.4. The
example in Figure 5 picks out the deflection of the oscillation
at time t = 0 (v0) and half way into the interval (v 1
2
). When
inspecting these two ’features’, it becomes apparent that v0
depends on a and φ only, where v 1
2
is influenced by all three
parameters. In this simple setting, it is possible to make this
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observation by thinking about the equation given for v, as
well as by studying the scatter plots of input/output variable
combinations. For the latter method, however, we would first
need to create a data set of tuples (a, f, φ, v0, v 1
2
).
With a readily configured connection to the simulation back-
end, Paraglide has a notion of the input parameter space Rd as
well as the output space Rk of the simulation code. Initially,
however, there may only be a single point of default values
present, around which it is possible to expand the data set.
To generate additional points it is possible to use some of the
methods discussed in Section 3.2. While paraglide does not
require to start with a given data set, the following discussion
of system components will assume that an initial set of points
already exists.
4.2 Browsing computed data
This stage provides the user with an overview of the data
points as they distribute over input, output, and derived di-
mensions.
4.2.1 Viewing multi-dimensional data spaces
To address requirements R3a/b, we provide multiple simulta-
neous plots that give different views of the same data table
and are linked to display a common focus point, highlight,
or selection region. The subspaces that can be visualized
that way range from multi- to 0-dimensional, to allow the
user to relate overview of the whole distribution and detail
plots that represent a single point. We also provide techniques
to view 2D subspaces, such as scatter plots that allow for
pair-wise inspection of relationships among variables, and 1D
projections of the marginal densities that can be shown in form
of histograms.
There are many more possible techniques for multi-variate
multi-field data visualization, such as parallel coordinates, star
plots, biplots, glyph-based visual encodings, or scatter plots ar-
ranged in a matrix or table layout, with discussions of pros and
cons provided in various surveys [17], [11]. Implementations
of these techniques are either contained directly in paraglide
or are available via export to MATLAB, R, or protovis.
4.2.2 Grouping dimensions
As mentioned at the outset of this paper, the increased number
of variables involved with modern simulation codes poses
a challenge for their cognitive and numerical analysis. The
visual complexity rises and makes data plots more difficult
to interpret. The strategy of combining multiple views has its
limits in screen space, as well as perceptual and cognitive han-
dling. A possible remedy to this problem could be a) indirect
visualization of fitted reduced dimensional models [17], or b)
to divide the overall number of dimensions into groups for
more focussed inspection.
Grouping simplifies complexity and can be based on statis-
tical or structural information. Research on grouping of vari-
ables may consider dimension reduction and feature selection.
To allow the user to express semantic information, we provide
an interface to construct or modify a dimension group that
simply consists of check boxes that indicate group membership
for each variable. During browsing, only dimensions of the
currently selected group are shown, which reduces the required
screen space. While automatic assistance in forming these
groups is imaginable, our current approach of manual selection
proved sufficient in all use cases.
4.3 Specifying a region of interest
In the requirement analysis of Section 2 it became apparent
that the specification of a region of interest (ROI) has multiple
uses in different sub-tasks:
• specify a domain or sub-regions for sampling to create
or refine the data set,
• choose a viewport to focus the overview,
• steer a cursor to set default values or invoke a detail view,
• make a selection of points for subset processing, for
instance to manually assign labels,
• filter points to crop the viewed data range in order to deal
with occlusion,
• enable mouse manipulation of the region description,
• export/import region descriptions to compare among dif-
ferent data sets.
4.3.1 Representing a region
Choosing a region of interest (ROI) and the construction of
a set of sample points inside it, as described in 3.2, are
tightly related. The shape of the region and a locally varying
level of detail amount to support and density of a probability
distribution. Seeing a finite set of sample points as discrete
and a region description as continuous distribution, one can
use distributional distance measures to assess how well one
approximates the other.
While conceptually a probability distribution sufficiently
describes what is needed to capture about a region of interest,
it may be difficult for the user to grasp or specify, especially
in multi-dimensional domains. A possible simplification is to
omit the varying level of detail and to just consider uniform
density. In this view the region is given by the support of
the distribution and its volume corresponds to the inverse
density. Defining more complex regions than hyper-boxes in
Euclidean spaces of possibly more than three dimensions,
however, is a complex task for a human user. An algebraic
way to express what is wanted, as pursued with the feature
definition language (FDL) of Doleisch et al. [10], can provide
complementary input that goes beyond the expressive power of
current interaction widgets. The XML encoding of paraglide’s
system state includes a region description, which can be
separately stored and imported.
4.3.2 Beyond the box — filtering derived variables
While this prior abstraction prepares much of what is needed
in our application settings, the principal region template of
a hyper-box might prove impractical in a higher-dimensional
setting involving many variables. The reason for this lies in
the drastic way the volume of a hyper-box rises relative to
an inscribed 2-norm sphere as their dimensionality increases.
This may not be much of a concern when selecting points from
a given set. When generating samples, however, the costs are
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usually proportional to the volume of the requested region. So,
ideally one would like to keep it as small as possible.
The degenerate form of a region shrunk to a single point
constitutes a cursor. It can be used as a focus point for detail
inspection, as well as a method to choose a default anchor for
the generation of new samples. Starting from this, one way
to obtain smaller regions simply amounts to a change in per-
spective from defining a region that covers certain value ranges
to constructing a meaningful neighbourhood around the focus
point. A common construct for such a point neighbourhood is
a sphere bounded by some radius in a given metric.
This points to an alternative method of constructing custom
regions by forming a hyper-box of ranges for chosen derived
variables: For polytopes these would be linear combinations
of other variables that make up the plane equations for the
bounding facets. To obtain spheres in any metric, one could
create a variable that measures the distance from a focus point.
Bounding the maximum of this distance variable implicitly
constructs a sphere on the dimensions that were involved in
the distance computation. Boxes in this view are represented
by the∞-norm and a simple switch to the isotropic Euclidean
2-norm sphere can significantly reduce the volume of interest.
A data-adaptive example of dependent variables that facilitate,
interactive multi-dimensional point selection is discussed in
Section 4.3.4 and applied in Section 5.2.
4.3.3 User Interaction
The input method that we use to specify a region of interest
is similar to prior approaches for constructing hyper-boxes.
One of the first approaches is the HyperSlice system by van
Wijk and van Liere [39]. They steer a multi-dimensional
focus point by constraining its coordinates using multiple
clicks that locate its position in different 2D projections that
are presented in form of a scatter plot matrix. Martin and
Ward [26] extend the possible user interactions to form a
hyper-box shaped brushing region beyond scatterplot matrices
to include parallel co-ordinates, or glyph views. The prosection
matrix by Tweedie and Spence [38] also provides a similar
form of control where the cursor point can be expanded into a
hyper-box. The data inside the box is projected into different
scatterplots. Collapsing an interval to a point changes the
corresponding view from slab projection to slicing.
The previous interfaces map the data space to screen space
using multiple axis aligned projections to 1 or 2-dimensional
subspaces that map to range sliders or scatterplots. This
requires the user to make a sequence of adjustments in order to
specify a single cursor or region position. While this allows for
a precise placement, the time required to make an adjustment
grows at least linearly in the number of dimensions, while
requiring the user to attend to multiple controls.
4.3.4 Non-linear screen mappings
One way to reduce the complexity of multi-dimensional cursor
or region control is to reduce the number of involved linked
projections. This could be achieved by providing views that
give more comprehensive information about the data distri-
bution than 2D projections. In particular, there is a family
of techniques for non-linear screen space embeddings that are
designed to reveal most characteristics of the data distribution.
Enabling the user to make selections in such a view may
obviate the need to consider views from other angles.
In these methods, each experimental run is again represented
as a point, where spatial proximity among points corresponds
to similarity of two runs. Point placement with respect to the
coordinate axes is typically hard to interpret.
Prior work into this direction constructs slider widgets for
smooth n-D parameter space navigation, as developed by
Bergner et al. [3] and by Smith et al. [35]. Both present
a 2D embedding of sample nodes to obtain coordinates based
on the screen distance between a movable slider and a set of
nodes. Any curve the user describes by dragging the slider
results in smoothly progressing weights that interpolate data
at the nodes, which could result in different mixtures of light
spectra or shape designs in the respective application setting.
Dimension reduction: Instead of arranging points in a circle
or another prescribed shape, it is also possible to place them
in a data adaptive way using dimension reduction techniques.
Kilian et al. [21] use a distance preserving embedding of points
to represent shape descriptors to control different designs of
shapes. Ja¨nicke et al. [19] lay out the minimum spanning tree
of the data points for a multi-attribute point cloud, allowing
the user to specify a region of interest in this embedding.
Extending this to larger sets of points, the glimmer algorithm
of Ingram et al. [18] is able to produce distance preserving
embeddings for thousands of nodes via stochastic force com-
putation on the GPU. Each of these methods require some
notion of distance or adjacency among points, which is derived
from dependent feature vectors that can be constructed through
the interface described in Section 4.1.
Spectral embedding: To embed m data points from an n-
dimensional space to the 2-D screen [24], we start from a
data matrix X ∈ Rm×n. It can be turned into an affinity
matrix A = XXT ∈ Rm×m, whose elements are normalized
as (C)i,j = (A)i,j/
√
(A)i,i(A)j,j to yield a correlation matrix
C. This implicitly scales each row-tuple in X to lie on the
surface of the n-dimensional 2-norm unit sphere. Hence, the
operation is referred to as sphering and the resulting elements
of C may be interpreted as cosine similarity or Pearson’s
correlation coefficient. The orthogonal eigen-decomposition
of this positive semi-definite matrix C = V DV T gives
unit eigenvectors vi = (V ):,i with decreasing eigenvalues
λi = (D)i,i. The m components of λ2v2 and λ3v3 are
providing the x- and y-coordinates for the spectral embedding
of the m points, respectively.
Many variations of this technique are possible. Firstly,
instead of constructing affinity A via dot products, it is
possible to employ any other monotonously decreasing kernel
(A)i,j = ϕ(xi,xj), such as the Gaussian similarity kernel
ϕ(u,v) = exp(−‖u − v‖2/(2σ2)). Often, sphering is com-
bined with a previous centering, where the mean µ = X ·1/n
is subtracted from the data X . Alternatively, if the rows of X
contain frequencies or counts, one can rescale their sums to 1,
which projects the data points onto the surface of the positive
orthant of the 1-norm sphere.
The described method is dual to its popular ancestor —
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principle component analysis (PCA), where one instead begins
with affinity A = XTX of centred data X . The above
embedding algorithm then gives the n-dimensional principal
components vi. When the data is projected onto an axis of
direction v the variance of the resulting coefficients is σ2v =
EX [((x − µ)Tv)2] = vTEX [(x − µ)(x − µ)T ]v = vTCv.
This shows that the correlation matrix can be used to compute
variance of the data for arbitrary axes and explains the special
role of its dominant eigenvectors σ2vi = v
T
i Cvi = λi to give
directions of maximum variance. The different initializations
of the data matrix lead to a family of techniques that include
biplots, correspondence analysis, and (kernel-)PCA — all of
them may be efficiently computed via singular value decom-
position (SVD) [15].
Grouping points: Clusters of similar sample points can have
arbitrary shapes. To not impose too strict assumptions on their
distribution we opt for a manual method to assign cluster
labels. For that, the user determines a plot where the clusters
of interest are sufficiently separated. After enclosing the points
by drawing rectangular regions in the plot, it is possible
to manually assign cluster labels or to directly work with
the multi-dimensional region description. Automatic clustering
algorithms could perform poorly in this setting, if assumptions
about cluster shape, such as convexity, are not met.
5 VALIDATION IN DIFFERENT USE CASES
In this section, we discuss qualitative feedback and anecdotal
evidence from user interviews and usage sessions during the
later stages of our user-centered design process (see Section 4).
The first stable and iteratively improved versions of Paraglide
were installed in the work environment of our three lead users.
Overall, Paraglide has been in use at several occasions over
a period of 4 years, accompanied by weekly meetings of our
research focus group for a period of 2 years, and problem-
adaptive meeting frequencies in the domain settings.
We present the summative findings in form of usage exam-
ples in which our users (a) were able to do something that
they weren’t able to do without Paraglide, (b) could gather
new insights into their model by using Paraglide, or (c) felt
to be able to conduct some task more efficient with Paraglide
than with traditional tools.
5.1 Movement patterns of biological aggregations
Semi-automatic screening for interesting solutions: In Sec-
tion 2.1 a conjecture was pointed out that interesting spatial
patterns only form with parameter configurations for which
the PDE has unstable spatially homogenous steady states. This
means that linear stability analysis of Section 2.1 can be used
to detect the potential for pattern formation.
In the course of this research project, the model developer
implemented a function to compute the type of (in-)stability
for a given steady state. She had no problems to make the
feature available in paraglide within few minutes using the
compute node interface of Figure 5. Colouring the data points
by stability type then helped to focus the pattern search,
because computing the feature based on just the input x takes
about 5 seconds, where a full population density would take
5 minutes per configuration point. With this computationally
cheap screening, it became possible to cover larger areas
of the parameter domain before zoning in on sub-areas to
compute more comprehensive output that includes spatio-
temporal patterns.
During one meeting a simple positivity test was imple-
mented this way to answer, within five minutes, whether any
solutions with negative densities were present — providing a
very efficient debugging aid.
Discovering structure: To generate a set of sample points
simply by specifying the containing region, the uniform
sampling method, and the requested number of points, was
considered a very convenient way to generate data: “You don’t
need to worry about the coding, e.g. for loops, to set up region
bounds, or choose sampling strategy.” Aside from saving time,
the interaction also puts the user’s focus on core questions
of choosing and combining value ranges. Within the selected
range, coarse sampling to provide overview, followed by more
focussed, finer sampling to acquire details, proved to be a
good strategy — the structure in Figure 6 was found this
way and inspired our user to further analytic investigation.
In particular, that an increase in repulsion leads to increased
stability and less pattern potential corresponds well with
biological experience.
Fig. 6. Illustrating the sample creation in a sub-region of
the parameter space iterating from coarse to finer sampling.
(Un-)filled circles indicate parameter configurations that lead to
an (un-)stable steady state.
Investigating pattern formation hypothesis: To investigate
the hypothesized relationship between pattern formation and
linear stability analysis the customizable detail view feature
proved helpful. The main output shows a full spatio-temporal
pattern as given in Figure 4g. Another view created for
this application is a bifurcation diagram that shows how the
multiplicity and stability type of all steady states (spatially
homogenous solutions of the PDE system) are changing, as
one parameter (qal in this case) is changing its value. This
enables further study of possible relationships between steady
states and pattern formation, as shown in the supplementary
video material.
Comparison of different model versions: The comparison
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of model versions using non-/constant velocities was enabled
by creating two different feature variables computing the
stability type using either of the two conditions. Switching the
colour coding between these two variables allowed to visually
compare the stability regions of the two model versions. This
facilitated a main insight of the Master’s thesis, showing that
the instability of most steady states tends to increase in the
presence of non-constant velocities.
Overall, the users in this case found Paraglide to be: “a
user-friendly tool that makes creating the sample points and
comparing the computations much easier. This tool is capable
of giving the user a better intuition about different solutions
that correspond to various parameter configurations.”
5.2 Bio-medical imaging: Tuning Image Segmenta-
tion Parameters
In the following, we evaluate the use of paraglide in the
context of Section 2.2. During three recorded meetings of
overall 6 hours a workflow was developed, implemented, and
the required interaction steps performed. The goal there was
to find a robust setting for eight parameters of a segmentation
algorithm that produces good results for different data sets and
noise levels, assessed by ten numeric objective measures. The
term good in the sense of this discussion, refers to all points on
a plateau of the optimization landscape that have target values
close to the global optimum. When chosen from an initial,
explorative sample they are also referred to as candidates, or
representatives of the good cluster. Since the optimum is an
ambiguous term in the context multi-objective optimization,
our method proceeds by first grouping all points that are
similar to each other. This leaves the task of finding out which
cluster of points is a good one. The shape of the plateau of
good points viewed in the space of input parameters informed
the developer about which parameters to keep and which ones
to drop. It also leads to a choice of configuration for the
algorithm. To enable faster computation the volumetric patient
data was reduced to a single slice that contains representatives
from each class.
Find good candidate points by visual inspection: For easier
inspection, the full set of variables is first broken down into
groups. A SPloM view of the input parameters verified that the
sampling pattern indeed uniformly covers the 2D scatterplot
projections. To focus on the problem, the user isolated the
group of performance measures described in Section 2.2.
Manually chosen configuration points improved one or two
performance criteria, and allowed to verify basic data sanity in
a linked data table view. A combined manual optimization of
the 2 performance measures for each of the 5 classes, however,
would require to pay attention to simultaneous changes in 5
scatterplots. The developer considered this a very difficult to
infeasible task that needed to be simplified.
Construct the good neighbourhood: For most points in
parameter space, a continuous change in the input parameters
leads to a continuous change in the segmentation algorithm’s
behaviour and the derived performance measures. This means
that for each good point, it is worthwhile to explore the
Fig. 7. Scatter plot matrix view that compares the point em-
bedding (lower left) with the objective measures that went into
computing its underlying similarity measure. The numbering of
the responses corresponds to the class labels of Figure 1.
neighbourhood around it to find additional good and better set-
tings [27]. With the distinction of input and output dimensions
it is possible to construct and combine different notions of
neighbourhood around a point. The dialog of Figure 5 is used
to combine performance measures using weights that equalize
the dynamic ranges. This feature vector space is then viewed
using the spectral embeddings described in Section 4.3.4.
Figure 7 shows the similarity embedding in the lower left view,
where the good cluster is highlighted in yellow. Judging from
the strong diagonal distribution in two plots in the matrix, the
horizontal embedding dimension is dominated by dice6 and
the vertical one by dice5. Since both should be maximized by
good results, it is not surprising that manual inspection quickly
identified the good cluster in the upper right of the embedding.
The user found it convenient to make the cluster selection in
the embedding, which underlines the point of Section 4.3.2.
Apart from making interval selection easier, the embeddings
also proved as an aid in a number of tasks: a) find good
candidates, b) group adjacent good points into cluster(s), and
c) check the embedding by inspecting it in a SPloM view
together with the feature variables as in Figure 7.
Multi-factor assessment: To determine the relevance of each
parameter for the overall performance of the segmentation
algorithm, the developer viewed the distribution of the good
cluster in input parameter space. This also gives a notion
of sensitivity, where a large enough size of the good region
indicates stability w.r.t. parameter changes [33, Sec. 1.2.3].
When projecting the cluster onto each variable individually,
its shape can be either spread out or localized in one or multi-
ple density concentrations. If the good points in the example of
Figure 8 are spread out along a dimension, the corresponding
parameter is unusable for steering between good and bad
performance, as in this case for “don’t care” parameters
alpha{1,2,7}. Observations like that inform the developer of
energy terms to drop and, hence, directly influenced algorithm
development. Parameters showing more localized good points
or a clear transition are kept as part of the segmentation model
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Fig. 8. Scatter plot matrix view of the good cluster (yellow)
identified in Figure 7 viewed in the subspace of input parame-
ters. While sigma and alpha3 indicate clear thresholds beyond
which the good configurations are found.
and are set to some robust value that is further from the
boundary, inside the good region.
Usage of the ROI representation: The region abstraction
of Section 4.3 found application simplifying several tasks:
a) inspect its content by transferring it between projects
considering different segmentation noise level or patient data,
b) to adjust the region description under these different exper-
imental conditions, c) refine the sampling of configurations of
the current model, d) communicate data requests via email.
The main steps of the user driven optimization perform (a)
and (b) iteratively for runs with different noise levels. This
results in a region description for good and robust parameter
choices. Refinement (c) was performed implicitly by applying
(a) to a pre-computed denser data sample of 10, 000 points,
which yielded 23 good configurations with a segmentation
quality similar to Figure 1d. The best chosen configuration
of dice6 = 0.8282 and error6 = 0.0621, was also verified
to be visually convincing.
Verify generalization: While the optimum has been made ro-
bust by constructing it over different experimental conditions,
its performance has to generalize well beyond the condition
used during adjustment. Hence, a final verification is run using
data from 10 previously unseen patients. Compared to the
best configuration, the 10 validation data sets showed very
good Dice coefficient (µ = 0.781540, σ = 0.06) and excellent
kinetic modelling parameter error (µ = 0.062, σ = 0.0001)
throughout. This indicates that the configuration overall de-
livers high shape accuracy as well as low kinetic error. Two
of the 10 data sets yield just above average, yet acceptable,
Dice coefficients, which inspired a separate investigation. This
shows that the interaction steps suggested by paraglide can
accelerate and benefit daily practice in state-of-the art research.
5.3 Fuel cell stack prototyping
The following case was introduced in Section 2.3 and concerns
the simulation of a fuel cell stack. The model by Chang et
al. [8] depends on about 100 input parameters and produces
43 different plots of various physical quantities characterizing
the behavior of the cell stack. The parameters are structured
into semantic groups describing different parts of the assembly.
Further, the developer of the code has provided short descrip-
tion texts for the variables and their physical units. These
parameter groups and descriptions are passed on through the
ComputeNode interface of Section 4.1 and appear in paraglide
as prepared variable groups and tool tips.
A parameter region of interest is chosen by the user, giving
value ranges for the selected dimensions. All other parameters
are kept at constant default values. Paraglide interfaces with
the simulation code via a network connection, allowing multi-
ple instances of the simulator to compute output for the gener-
ated sample configurations distributed over several computers.
When all experiments are computed, one can choose an output
plot of interest. The corresponding plots of all experiments
are collected and compared using the correlation measure and
layout method described at the end of Section 4.3.4. Since
spatial proximity in these embeddings represents similarity in
experimental outcome with respect to the chosen plot, detail
inspection and manual labelling of multi-dimensional clusters
using simple rectangle selection become feasible and improve
confidence in the resulting decomposition.
Experiments with current and inflow temperature: To keep
the initial experiment simple, we have chosen a region of
interest over two input parameters: stack current (10A..400A)
and stack inflow temperature (333K..343K). In this region
204 samples are created with a uniform random distribution
shown in Figure 9a. The color coding is added at a later stage
and has no relevance for the initial step.
In Figure 9b the sample configurations are arranged accord-
ing to their similarity in cell current density. In this embedding
simulation outcomes can be inspected and configuration sam-
ple points can be manually labeled using a screen rectangle
selection. For comparison, another similarity based embedding
is shown in Figure 9c for the water content of the membrane-
electrode assembly (MEA) using the same cluster labels as
Figure 9b. When going back to the input space Figure 9a, the
color coding reflects the parameter ranges of distinct behavior.
Cluster representatives are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11.
Our users found the parameter space partitioning of Figure 9
intriguing, giving them a new method to study their model.
For instance, they pointed out that while cluster representative
Figure 10e may be physically unreasonable, the (e) region in
Figure 9a can be interpreted as a “bad” region, where adverse
reactions occur.
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The development of computer simulations needs careful setup
of the involved parameters. The discussed use cases indi-
cated that the required understanding process can be time
and resource intensive, and that systematic assistance is in
order. Our validation of these investigations showed how the
proposed decomposition of the continuous input parameter
space benefits different questions. One finding suggests that
even with potentially large numbers of variables, such a
quantization can lead to a small number of regions. This can
lead to a significant conceptual simplification and narrow down
questions to particular sub-regions. Also, it provides starting
points for local sensitivity analyses.
Future directions: Feasible or interesting regions for large
numbers of variables can be relatively small in volume when
compared to their bounding box. This is an example setting,
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(a) x-stack current, y-in temp. (b) cell current density similarity (c) MEA water content similarity
Fig. 9. Two layouts for 204 example experiments. a) input space showing variation in current and input temperature, b) embedding
of the same samples where spatial proximity reflects plot similarity for cell current density, c) similarity embedding for membrane
electrode assembly (MEA) water content using the same clusters as assigned in (b). Cluster representatives are shown in Figure 10
and Figure 11. These screenshots are from the 2007 C++ version of paraglide, and are also attainable in the currently discussed
Java implementation.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 10. Cell current density plots for the clusters in Figure 9b
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 11. MEA water content plots for the clusters labelled in
Figure 9c
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where domain specific hints can help to guide the choice of
sample points. For that, one could seek to obtain an implicit
function representation of the region boundary, that could be
used by the sampling module of Figure 3.
The region setup that has been identified as a requirement
in several tasks, could consider navigation widgets for multi-
dimensional parameter spaces. The aspects that have been
investigated so far [3], [2] lead to interesting combinations
of user interaction and dimension reduction.
The current implementation facilitates different point group-
ing methods: manual labelling, application of a classifier
function, and clustering via a user determined similarity mea-
sure. Since clustering is key to parameter space partitioning,
further research on suitable interactive and (semi-)automatic
techniques for this purpose would be useful.
The investigated decomposition method results in a set of
continuous regions. Considering this, initial research focussed
on high-quality projection techniques for scatter plots of this
kind of data. After adjusting research focus to sampling
aspects and the use case evaluation presented here, suitable
options to visually represent a region decomposition of a
multi-dimensional continuous space still deserve further study.
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